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Washington, DC, midday. A man waits at a bus stop, his intentions unknown. Two government

operatives have been stalking him for days, waiting for him to make his move. Unexpectedly the

man takes off running and heads for a deserted warehouse. Jack Noble and his partner, Frank

Skinner, believe the man to be part of a terrorist organization that is involved in smuggling drugs,

guns, and men into the country. But it turns out their plan involves far more export than import and

hits a lot closer to home. As the case unfolds, the man behind it all reaches out to Jack with a

simple message...37 hours.
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In this chilling, exciting novel, Jack Noble and his partner, Frank Skinner are tracking a man they

believe is part of a terrorist group involved in importing drugs, weapons, and men into the USA. But

it is also about what is being exported. They have 37 hours to resolve this potential threat and the

threat is also getting closer to them. They are members of a secret elite secret investigative agency

in Washington D.C. referred to as SIS. The team members consist of top agents from FBI, CSI, and

DEA. This is an awesome story - so captivating that you'll read it late into the night. Highly

recommend.

I just finished the 3rd book (Thin Line) in the Jack Noble series, and I will purchase Noble Intentions

this afternoon. I have enjoyed each of these novels very much although, truthfully, I rate these



books slightly under those of Vince Flynn. On the other hand the novels have been exciting, action

packed, well thought out and relatively believable. I'm looking forward to the next novel and each

additional book going forward ( I try to read all of my books in order of the publish date).The one

thing that does bother me a great deal is the poor grammatical editing. Perhaps this is a small thing;

however, I find it very distracting---especially when I'm engrossed in the story line and I run across

an obvious grammatical error---it just ruins the moment for me. I guess I'm being overly anal about

the whole thing, but I truly do enjoy the writing and I thought the editors should know about the

problem---then again, probably not---sigh!Once again, it's a great read, and I am looking forward to

"Noble Intentions".John

this has become my "new to me" favorite author and series! Jack Noble & Bear are great! Have next

one ordered to continue on...a rarity for me!

Great plot build-up. A lot of mystery and action occurring. Difficult to put down. Enjoyed the

characters. Main character has a difficult time finding the right woman to stick with him.

This book was free at the time I got it, which is why I got it in the first place. I like action/thrillers so I

figured I'd give it a try. I gave it 3 stars because it was just OK...falling a bit short in practically

everything I look for in this type of book. It started out in the thick of things but quickly fizzled out. It

stayed that way for a dozen chapters or more before it finally took off. The rest of the story was

pretty much stop-and-go till the end...almost becoming a real page-turner but always falling short.

Like I said, it was a good read, and I enjoyed it over all, but there were lots of annoying stuff!First

off, the book is short, more of a novella than a full novel. Second, the writing style seems stilted and

forced, sometimes painful to read...full of typos, poorly constructed sentences and some that just

didn't make any sense at all. Rather than just enjoying the story I constantly found myself struggling

over the errors instead, to the point of flagging them and sending them to the editor for review! Many

times it was difficult to tell who was talking. Finally, the whole premise was more than a little

far-fetched. If there really are secret government organizations like SIS, we're in deep trouble.I'm

not giving up though. After doing a little research I've gotten the Jack Nobel short story, season 1 of

the serial, the first Jack Nobel novel and another that was in a .99 collection of thrillers. We'll see

what happens. I think Ryan has the right idea. He just needs polish and a better editor/proofreader.

After reading "Noble Beginnings" I immediately purchased this book, and was not disappointed.



Again, plenty of action and suspense from beginning to end. I only gave this four stars as I found the

story line unbelievable at times. However, don't let this stop you from reading this book. L T Ryan

simply hits it super big with action and suspense. It's impossible to put his books down to eat and

sleep!!

Jack really gets into this story, and his compulsion to help others comes clearly out. I would

recommend this book to you.

Surprising, suspenseful and action packed. I almost felt as though the character Sarah was a

distraction and didn't add to the story, for me. I felt she wasn't really qualified to do many of the

things she was doing. Still . . . Jack liked her. I would like to know what was wrong with Frank. That

was never fully explained. I mean, you can figure out some of it, but it seemed there was more to

the story. Maybe we will find out later. I highly recommend this as it really is a great read.
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